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A CRITIQUE OP CONVENTIONAL PLANNING IN AFRICA

IN HELATION TO THE UHIfflED APPROACH

I.

*♦

There is a crisis of development planning in Africa which has been brought

about by the confluence of short-term eoonomio difficulties and the failure of
long-term development strategies. Old styles of development in almost every

eoonomio and social sector have led to lopsided growth unequally distributed among
the population. This raises disturbing questions of concern to the whole.range of
people and institutions involved in development, but ©specially to planners.

The importance of planning is not disputed. Since independence, African

Governments have generally adopted development planning "aa the major tool for
initiating and promoting economic and social progress"-. 1/ Peoples1 concepts of
planning have grown more comprehensive, however, not only from planning mainly
Government capital expenditure to a deliberate guidance of. the whole eoonomy," 2/
>ut also to planning for the social sectors and to planning in which broad sections

of the i>opulation "play a role in making those decisions which affected their

interests". ^/

To begin a critique of development planning, it is necessary first to define

more precisely what ia meant by "planning" and by "development". Following the

recommendations of W. Arthur Lewis 4/ and Jan Tinbergen, %/ conventional planning
in developing countries has usually been conceived in terms of three components —

perspective plans, medium-term plans and annual plans- In Africa, however, by far
the largest part of planners1 time and interest has been oonoerned with medium-term

plans* This situation arises from at least two constraints on planning in Africa-

first, inadequate human resources to formulate the complete range of plans with a

resultant compromise between very short- and very, longrterm outlooks and, secondly,
the unpredictability of the prices of those exports which .dominate African economies

•:ver anything more than the medium term. Hence, this paper is oonoerned primarily

with medium—term planning, although the relevance of medium—term plans as usually

formulated will be questioned later,

l/ "Development planning in Kenya in the post-independence period,

Eoonomio Bulletin for Africa, Vol. XII, Nor 1, p. 19*

2/ Planning techniques, in Zambia, 'ibid, p. 69•

2J "DeveloDment planning in the United Republic of Tanzania, "Ibi^-, P

y. :W* Arthur Lewis, Development Plannings The Essentials of Eoonomio Policy,
Allen and Unwin, London, 19ob. " ;■ ^

5/ Jan Tinbergen, Development Planning. Weidenfeld and Nioolson, London, 196?■
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"Development" is conceived in terms of the unified approach to development

analysis and planning, which is the theme of this session of the Conference of

African Planners „ Within the context of this approach, development is seen as a

"movement upward of the entire social system"* 6/ It involves

various kirds of structural and institutional change and social and

individual transformations which "build up the capacity of the society ,

and of its members to realize higher levels of production and welfare- 2/

This conception is not yet an entirely acoepted dootrine among planners in A

There is growing awareness, however, that the trickle-down approach to development

which involves heavy investment in the protected modern capital-intensive sector

of the economy as a means of raising savings and growth rates, has "been found

inadequate to cope with the problems of emerging nations. It has proved difficult,

if not impossible, to redistribute the benefits of growth in this sector to the

rest of the population. Development is not synonymous with economic growth, nor ia

economic growth simply a process of fixed capital formation.

Thxs paper is entitled a critique of conventional planning* Hence it is

rjscessary to employ a measure by which to judge the effectiveness of planning,

Two criteria will be used - the one, narrow, and the other, broad, - as followss

(1) A comparison between the achievements of conventional planning against
the specific targets set for itj

(2) An examination of the style of development which conventional planning
has promoted in relation to the ooncept of development under a unified

approach*

With respect to the first criterion, it is sufficient in practioe to ask

whether a development plan was implemented, in whole or in part. Failure to

measure up to this criterion imp?Jes that planning is deficient on its own terms* g/

However, although a significant number of African plans have not been implemented -/,
it would "be unfair to suggest that planning has been a complete failure according to

the first criterion. The decade after independence witnessed more dramatic changes

affecting the welfare of more people than the decade before.

6/ Qunnar Ifyrdal, "What is Development?" Journal of Economic Issues,

December 19,74? p. 729*

$/■ United Nations Commission for Sooial Development, Report on a Unified
Approaoh to Development Analysis and Planning, E/CN.5/519, 5 December 1974t V* 7»

8/ The experience of Ohana appaars to be typical* "Although a number of
medium-to longer-term plans were prepared in the period 1957-1975 ^one were

implemented"* "Development planning in Ghana", Economic Bulletin for Africa,

Vol. XII, Ho, 1 p. 11.
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O&e first criterion has the advantage of being more definite; if a plan is
judged on the "basis of the extent to which it was implemented, it is possible to
see why the plan or specific programme is it were faulty in the first plaoe.
However, it is no longer sufficient* to judge planning only in this way. Afrioan

planners, by their own actions at the fifth session of the Conference of Afrioan
Planners, and African politicians, by the actions of their representatives at the
third meeting of the Conference of Ministers of BCA and at the thirtieth regular
session of the United Nations General Assembly, have chosen implioitly to be judged
by ,the second criterion. While reasonable rates of growth have been achieved in
the post-independence period, the sooial implications of growth have largely been
ignored until recently. Bow, there is increasing concern with the fact of uneven
growth1 and the unequal distribution of benefits arising from former patterns of
development. There is increasing recognition of the need to offset.the more

obvious market failures (which exist even under simplified, static, no-production

economic models and which are common under the small and fragmented market

conditions which pervade African economies) and to redirect development in
accordance withjile political ohoioe of the country rather than the dictates of

market forces.

In the light of these two criteria, the purpose of this paper is to suggest

ways and means by which conventional planning can be improved to promote unified
development. As a background for this discussion paper, information documents on

planning techniques in a number ECA member countries were prepared,four of which

have already been referred to in proceeding footnotes; and the experience with

conventional planning in Africa has been obtained largely from these documents.

The preparation of this paper has also benefited from the procedure employed in
the preparation of another discussion paper entitled "Applications of the unified
approach to development analysis and planning under African conditions" in whioh
three joint EGA/UPRISE teams visited seven African countries to oolleot information

and to talk to planners directly. These two discussion papers are companion
documents. The present paper is both a justification for the unified approach and
an introduction to the latter paper on applications to African conditions.

This present paper is organized into four substantive sections: goals,

objectives arid the political constraints; programme formulation and structural
constraints; financial planning and resouroe constraints; and plan implementation

and administrative constraints. Thus, each section deals with one major stage of

planning. This organization is for clarity and convenience only. It is not

intended to suggest that these stages are disjointed activities, a suggestion that

would be inconsistent with the unified approach which stresses that planning is a

continuous prooess with its various components going on interoonnectedly at all

times.



II. Goals, ftlijaotivea and political constraints

All plans recognize that planning involves political choices. Planning can
not start until politicians ha* iaiTiaed tlie political environment mwhioh planner,
operate. Hence it is usual to find statements of the following type in the .

introductory sections of most- development plans*

■Hiis nation remains committed to a free and democratic system of Government
jn which, the will of the. people is expressed through their elected represent
atives o Ou^ country believes in a mixed eoonomy in which both public and
private participation are allowed, and in which foreign capital, both public
and private, is welcome in specifically defined areas * Kenya is also
committed to an open'society with free flow of ideas and to full participation
<n the international community on the basis of equality with other nations.
finally, Kenya believes strongly in local community initiative as evidenoed by

the Harambee programmes s /

Obviously, the political environment differs from country to country, especially
with respect, to attitudes towards the private sector and towards foreign investment,
but all planners have been expected to review the performance of the eoonomy, to
prepare forecasts and to formulate projects subject to constraints imposed by ever-

shifting political winds.

Once the political environment has been determined, politicians, in conjunction
with or independently of planners, translate these aspirations into more ooncreta
goals and objectives such as-increasing the rate cf growth of output, diversify?^
agriculture and industry and maintaining a reasonable external balance* These are
maoro-«conomio objectives. Increasingly, plans also include sooial objectives such
as full employment, an aguitable distribution of income- rural/urban balance, seli-
suffioieacy in food supplies, adequate housing and expansion of educational and

health facilities/

Bate politician tnus d&xenaim* the framework under which planners practice
their skills. The prooess of setting broad goals and objectives and of formulating
targets and programmes to achieve them involves both groups in an integrated way3
the politicians having greater say over the goals and objectives and the planners

having greater say over the specific quantitative targets and development programmes.

The final plans, complete with objectives and programmes, are usually vetted ty
planners and politicians. For example, in the United Republic of Tanzania,

-w'^g Plan documents which emerge have-to be approved by the First

Committee, the Planning Commission, the Economic Committee of the

Cabinet, the Central Party organs (i.e.. the Central Committee, the
National Executive and the Annual Conference) and Parliamente 10/

Conventional planning, seen in this light, seems straight-forward. Yet the
experience is th?,t plans conceived in such naive terms have neither been implemonted
(tho first criterion in section I) nor promoted equitable patterns of development

2/ Republic of Kenya, jevelopment Plan,_1974-liT8j Part I, p. 2.

10/ "Development panning in the United Republic of Tanzania"; o£, cit-:p- 5-1-
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(the second criterion), even in oases where the political will and the technical
capacity exist.

assumption that the "behaviour of the nation would follow planned

lines, that political conflict would be subordinated to the new

disciplines implied by the adoption of a plan, has been more or less
thoroughly unreal ll/

for.at least three reasons related to the political environment.

Slrst, the kinds of goals and objectives which politicians indicate that they
want to pursue are often not the kinds of goals which development planners can come

to gripe with easily. It has been stated that the range and comprehensiveness of
plan objectives is, if anything, increasing as government intervention in more
sectors of the economy increases. Only in some oases are these objectives becoming

more concrete in the sense that the link between the objectives and the programmes

designed to achieve them is losing its nebulous quality. The establishment of a
primary school and a health clinic in every village above a certain size is a more
concrete objective than full employment. Self-sufficiency in food, although a

concept almost as imprecise as full employment, is still a more concrete objective
than an equitable distribution of income.

More precise links between objectives and programmes are a fceeessary precedent
for the successful implementation of any plan (under the first criterion in section
I), but a discussion of objectives of development plans can not be divoroed from
the conception of development which underlies these objectives (the second criterion)
That the range and comprehensiveness ef plan objectives has bee* increasing reflects,
'in part, a broader conception of development among African Governments* Under a
unified approach, the basic objective of development is to raise the levels ©f
living of people throughout the whole country, or more concretely, to meet the basic
needs of people in terms of "food, health, habitat, water, education, expression,
participation and information." 12/

unified approach is concerned with concrete problems which intimately
affeot the well-being of the population in a direct way. It is useful therefore,
to distinguish between means and ends and between symptoms and real problems, She
three kinds of unification perceived under a unified approach - erflss-eeetoral
integration, spatial or regional integration and participative developmentl37 are
means towards achieving the ends of unified development; Similarly, unemployment

and a maldistribution of income are aycptoms^f ee^farvuneoooesaful development,
not real problems in relation to raising the levels of living of the people
throughout the whole oountry.

The question of the distribution of income could be taken as an example* As
a reflection of the increasing concern among politicians and planners about

distributional issues, most plans now contain the objective of improving the
distribution of income. Statisticians, t*o, are devoting considerable energy to
measuring the distribution of income in more operationally meaningful ways; hence the

ll/ Colin Leys, "A New Conception of Planning", in The Crisis in Planningt
Vol. 1 (1972), P. 65, Saber and Seers (eds.) —

12/ "Development planning in the United Republic of Tanzania," ££. o££M p.6l«

United Nations Commission for Social Development, oj>. ait., p. 2«
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proliferation of indices of inequality such as the Gini coefficient, the
coefficient of variation, or the standard deviation of logarithmse It would
nevertheless be r^aningless for a politician or a planner to aim in a plan for a
distribution of income represented by a Ginx coefficient of, say, 0.50. In fact,
no plans are conceived .in this way. 'Hhere are intrinsic methodological problems
in comparing the distribution of income either between countries at one pointin
time or in one country at two different points in time* Mathematically speaking,
income distributions do not admit of a complete ordering. UJ In layman's language,
this my&ns iihat -;,wc distributions of income must be vastly different before it is

possible to say without-qualification that one is superior %o the other, even if
the-data with, which this comparison is made,contains no imperfections * The
distribution of income does not lend itself to analysis by conventional planning

techniques, or indeed by any planning techniques;, because the link between

objectives and th© programmes.to achieve them i3 too indistinct.

There, has been.a search for more operational concepts. In Ghana, "income,
distribution is seen, largely as a question of employment opportunities". X^J In "^
Sw&ziland,#a-team of statisticians has experimented with a novel national'accounting

format for one year showing income, output/and expenditure by different groups in

the country - eog* urban low-income, urban high-income, and rural peasants -
designed to interest planners and politicians in distributional aspects of develop

ment • * ■■■:•! . , •-..■ ■ .

Related, to the format of national aocounts3 there' is', that of public
expenditure aooounts, Many.African countries treat the distribution of income as a

problem to be tacked-..primarily by fiscal tax^transfer measures (in spite of the
experience tkat direct tax policies are notoriously difficult to make effective ).^n
practice, the distribution of income is affected more by. the pattern of public

expenditure than by fiscal tax-transfer measures. Yet, one attempt in the United
Republic of Tanzania, to calculate the proportion of government resources devoted to
rural areas showed how difficult it is to assess the impact of public expenditures

on different groups in the country under conventional classifications for public

expenditure accounts,, 16/ - ... -

.There is a case for suggesting that standard systems of accounts - publio
expenditure- ar.d athers - have constituted an inappropriate transfer of technology

from advanced countries. With a more appropriate format, for the same statistical
effort, it would be possible to highlight distributional issues more effectively.

The point here is i&a^ ..the"distribution of. income is hot a tangible problem which
can be tackled effectively by conventional planning techniques; it must be broken

down into manageable components * The problem, instead, may be that government
expenditures are concentrated in certain sectors, certain regions, or certain

population groups in the country-

14/ See, for example, A. K. Sen, On Economic Inequality.Qxford University

Press, 1973* .

15/ "Development planning in Ghana"? ££» eit», p. 15»

16/ D.B. Jones, "Rural and Regional Planning in Tanzania", in Rweyemamu and

Mwansasu (eds-)» Planning in Tanzania, Dax-es-Salaam? East African Literature

Bureau, 1974> PP■> 61--86*
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A second reason for failure of plan implementation related to the political
environment concerns the system of consultations. It has "been widely suggested
that one of the important reasons for formulating medium-term plans is to generate
popular support for the Government's policies. Consequently, moat °™ntries ***?»
- at least formally - an elaborate system of consultations m the preparation of the
plan and delegation of responsibility for implementing specific programmes to
existing or nascent institutions. Fox example, in Zambia, the Ministry of Planning
established 21 national planning committees covering a broad spectrum of development
issues to initiate proposals for inclusion in the third national development plan.
In the United Republic of Tanzania, the Parliament set up working parties compsed
of members of Parliament and parallel technical committees of outside experts for
the same purpose. Whether this has succeeded in generating the desired popular

enthusiasm, however, is a moot question*

It is generally agreed that popular participation throughout the planning
process is "an essential condition for promoting economic and social development .1J/
The formulation of sooio-economic policies concerning the poor majority necessitates
a precise knowledge of the real situation concerning their needs and their desires.
Plans can be successful (by either criterion) only if the people "see that they are
likely to benefit from the effort. Effort will be lukewarm if people see that
labours of the many go to benefit the few". 18/

What is not agreed is the extent of the concessions which Governments at the
centre must make to, say, regions, cities, towns, villages and rural associations
in terms of actual political power in order to generate this popular participation.
In the context of the unified approach, simple vetting of the development plan by
the politicians at the centre is not sufficient. Given the opportunity, peasants
throughout Africa have shown a remarkable ability to pursue polfe»A*B which proteot
their own interests. In the interests of steady development, unitt*eJSCKp*ed~,bjr-civil
disturbances, it is arguable that Governments should create acceptable channels
through which the latent desire for political expression from the lowest levels can
be realized. Only then can development programmes really correspond to the needs
of the people at these levels, Whether such channels can be created without
splitting up a nation into numerous fragments is the fundamental political question
whioh depends on the political security perceived by politicians at the centre.
However, a case can be made for the view that the diffusion of political power in

the interests of promoting more even development throughout the country will make

the centre more stable,

She third reason related to the political environment why plans have not been
fully implemented is that planning is not a neutral activity devoid of value
judgement affecting the welfare of different interest groups. Planners, themselves
are an integral part of their own society; they have never been, nor can ever be,

12/ United Nations Commission for Social Development, Report on the twenty-

fourth session.(e/ON.5/525), 6 January 1?75» P* 55»

18/ EGA, Social Development Section, 1974. Report on the World Social
Situation, draft of African chapter partially published in the volume of the same
title'by the Department of Economic and Social Affairs, New York, 1975t P* 75-
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completely apolitical. Politicians display a tendency to use military imagery to

described the system of planning for development* In practice, planners can net be

compared to the General Staff of an'Army carrying out goals set by the 'High Command

within a strictly-defined hierarchical structure. 19/

Planning, per se, "is a technical exercise but in its technical expression

is always a political aotivity, expressing1a1 particular relationship and

distribution of power in society". 20/ Insofar as it is performed by people within
the society, it reflects the interests of these people. Planning under a unified

approach, presupposes a willingness oh the part of planners and politicians to

improve? directly or indirectly, the conditions of the poorest part of the population.

It incorporates a value judgement in favour of those in the lagging sectors and

regions whose opportunities "for self-realization have previously been blocked. It

assumes that people are poor not because they are conservative or illiterate, but

because they have been so constrained by political and economic forces that they

have not .had the opportunity to realize their own capacity te generate their own

wealth. .

So long as politicians were concerned only with economic growth measured in

dollars of gross domestic product, it may have been possible to ignore these

considerations. Planning under a unified approach, however, may be a oontradiotion

in terms. The very people who are being asked to implement"such an approach, i*e«

the planners, may be the same people who stand to benefit least from itt Can

planners set aside their own interests and willingly play a role in the abolition

of conditions from whioh they benefited? "Where political regimes reflect power

structures based on wealth and inequality, these regimes will not be inclined to

legislate out of existence the bases of their power." 21.J

Later in this paper, various criteria for making government investment

decisions or simply policy decisions affecting the relative profitability of

different economic activities - criteria such as economies of scale in relation

to the size of the market, labour—intensity in relation to the supply of labour?

use of local as against imported raw materials7 location in depressed as opposed to

prosperous areas and production of mass consumer goods rather than luxuries — will

be discussed. Such decisions are never exact. Even if the planners1 preferences

coincide with those implied by the unified approach, judgements, technical or

otherwise, whioh affect the welfare of different population groups will be made on

the basis of peroeived political interests. The growing cake will be split up

somehow. The major conclusion of this section is that planners will breathe life

into the unified approach only insofar as "they analyze and interpret the problems

of society in the perspectives of the true interests and needs of those seeking

liberation and self-realization," 22/

19/ Colin Leys, op_. cit., p. 63.

20/ Joost Kuitenbrouwer, Some reflections on the necessity and feasibility

of a unified approach institute of Social Studies, Hie Hague, Occasional Paper

No. 46, August 1974? P. 5.-

- 21/ United Nations Commission for Social Development, "Report on a unified
approach to development analysis and planning", p_£. cit.) $o 6 *

22/ Joost Kuitenbrouwer, O£. cit.« p. 22.
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III. Programme formulation and structural oonstraints

The preparation of specific programmes to be included in medium—term plans

conventionally involves two procedures, one starting from the top.downwards, the

ether from the bottom upwards which are reconciled into an integrated, internally

consistent framework by means o£ an alterative process of. trial and- error, . ...

Preparation of a new development plan starts at the macro level initially

by the cHoice~~of a growth target frr the gross domestic product and the;

determination pf overall investment requirements. The middle, micro, and ■ .

complementary levels of planning are then confronted, from the top, with a

sot of possibilities and constraints resulting from initial assumptions■

taken at 'the macro level. As preparations proceed to the lower levels,.

more detailed information becomes available indicating, from the micro . ■ ■■

level upwards, that the initial macro level assumptions and constraints

must be revised. If and when they are revised, the planning framework

for lower levels changes, requiring revisions. This process must be

iterated throughout the plan period* L

Programmes from the top down are usually prepared on the basis of a macro

and sectoral economic model showing the various interrelationships between the

major economic variables. The relationship between £ixed capital formation and"

output, disaggregated over sectors of economic activity, usually plays a central

role in such models. Submodels are often prepared for each major export commodity,

taking into account internal supply constraints as well as external demand *( .,"'\[^

constraints» The effects of the assumed rate and pattern of growth on employment,

public and private consumption, savings, and imports are also estimated. In more

complex models, the relationships between the balance of payments posii;io#,' 'tjfcie^
government budget, money supply, world prices and domestic prices are also explored,

The essence of programmes formulated from the bottom up is social cost-

benefit analysis. On the basis of standard oriteria established by the central

planning unit, sectoral and regional ministries, other government departments and

public enterprises prepare projects which are submitted to the central planning

unit for consideration. The latter, in consultation with the operational agencies,

weeds out the less desirable projects and builds up the inputs required and outputs

produced from the remaining ones into sectoral and macro targets in a format

similar to that achieved by the maoro and sectoral model. A perfectly rational

allocation of resouroes in accordance with overall development objectives requires,
in the application of social ffost-benefit analysis, a system of weights pertaining

to tiie consumption of different population groups, a time—preference relating

present and future consumption, an assumption concerning surplus labour and a

valuation of the marginal disutility of labour. In practice, projects are selected

on the basis of intuitive notions about labour versus capital intensities, a!bou.t

sectoral priorities and about the spatial distribution of projects. Methodological
and data limitations preclude anything more than subjective notions about

distributional benefits arising from different projects.

2j/' "Development planning in Kenya," O£. cit., p. 22.
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The importance attaohed to planning from the top down compared to planning
from the bottom up varies between countries. There appears to be a trend, however,
in most countries towards greater emphasis on planning from the bottom up. In
Zambia, planning is conceived "not only in terms of broad overall outlays for each
sector but also" prepared detailed individual projects for the sectors. 2£/ In
Ghana, one of the recognized weaknesses in the most recent development plan lies "in
a rather low levef of project appraisal." 2^/ The reason for this trend is probably
the revealed inadequacies of macro-economic planning alone according to the first
criterion in section I. Programmes formulated entirely in the framework of national
and flow-of-fund accounts without accompanying project information have proved
notoriously difficult to implement. When such programmes, almost inevitably, go of
course, planners do not know where they stand in relation to operational agencies.
!Ehe role of such agencies under an aggregate system of planning is unclear. ' Starting
from the top down, it is simply not possible to disaggregate enough. Day-to-day
decisions are made at the micro level, yet guidelines for making these decisions
are not indicated in the plan. In particular, inflation has played havoc with
forecasts which were carried out at constant prices.

Conventional planning has several virtues, one of which is "to ensure that
the development activities to be undertaken in all sectors of the economy are

mutually consistent and feasible with the resources available." 26/ Yet, too often,
what is made consistent is bad data or inaccurate representations of the economic

structure of the developing country, not the reality' with which planners have to
work. *V>r example, in some countries, planners treat exports as a residual in order
to make their models highly balanced. Irrespective of the international economic
situation, it- is assumed that the world economy can absorb whatever is produced but

riot consumed domestically.

Planners in developing countries make use of a set of tools devised in, and
us« concepts and techniques more relevant to advanced countries. This is being

increasingly recognized.

Earlier plans had failed to perceive the basic economic fact

about Tanzanian economy i.e. underdevelopment• They had

therefore planned economic activities which would correspond

to a developed market economy but in an environment where

structural transformation is at the birth stage and not as in .
the developed countries where it .is an accomplished feature of

the eoonomio system. 27/

To repeat, development is a process, of structural change. In light of this
conception alone, there are tremendous methodological shortcomings in the type of
models which have been used to depict developing countries. The economic structure
of the country is assumed to be very inflexible $ it is described by a set of linear

24/ "Planning techniques in Zambia", op_. oit.» p. 71*

25/ "Development planning in Ghana", pj>. Pit.> p. 16.

26/ "Planning techniques in Zambia", 2£. cit,., p. 68.

27/ "Development planning in the United Republic of Tanzania", ££• cit.,

p. 63- , .
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relationships in the Harrod-Domar tradition. Yet such a model which assumes

constant parameters can not portray a process of structural change. For example,
the. assumption of a constant capital-outfit ratio implies ihat the economy is

represented by a production function with a constant elasticity of substitution

equal to zero. That X3, there is no possibility of substituting labour for

capital, in the production process* While this may accurately represent.the

technology of the country for r. short period of time, the process of development

optimally involves an adjustment in technology in accordance with the relative

scarcities of capital and labour and other productive factorse The types of models

used in developing countries can not portray such an adjustment.

Conventional programme formulation also fails the test by the second criterion

in section I. .

If planning is to be understood as a specific type of activity

involving oertain identifiable teohnical procedures, then it

must be questioned whether planning in this sense (the sense in
which it has been commonly taught as a discipline) is a sufficient
and adequate approach to unified development* 28/

Under a broad conception of development as a movement upwards of the entire social '

system, it is necessary to expand concurrently the conventional concept of planning.

It is desirable to think in terms of a 'capacitating* operation

which does not try so much to define and control the future as

to establish"present conditions or capacities which will permit

a given society to meet its problems in the future. 22/

The position adopted by the unified approach.to development analysis and

planning and supported in this paper is that 'oapacitation1 studies to identify

problems and find appropriate solutions at the micro level may be a more

appropriate^ baeis for programme formulation and project evaluation.

This sentiment has been echoed by other writers. Macro-models may have their

uses such as balancing projected uses .and availabilities of resources, both domestic

and foreign., but "the obsession with medium- or long-term 'objectives' of aggregates

- income levels, rate3 of growth, etc. - should be abandoned"* 30/ In the context
of the unified approach, such aggregates do not correspond to the behavioural

realities facing planners in developing countries or to the basic needs of people

which are part ar/l parcel of developmental analysis. For the time being, eoonometrio

models are best applied to specific well-defined problems such as the assessment of

a new technology, the location of a new industrial enterprise, or an agricultural

resettlement soheme. The oomraitmeiit to comprehensive planning was by many accounts

premature, "Where planning resources are scarce, they should also be concentrated

in the most planable sectors*" /

28/ United Nations Commission for social development, ojd. cit-, 'pp* 35~36*

2g/ Ibid, p, 36.

30/ Colin Leys, £p_e git.,, p. 72*

P- 74.
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The oapaoitation approach, however, goes beyond the consideration of purely
economic questions. The revision of educational curricula, the establishment of
associations on behalf of low-income producers or the outlawing of discrimination
against certain population groups - all of which involve administrative edicts nr
legal enactments - also fit into this approach. It goes beyond the simple
consideration of capital expenditures in the development budget. For example, in
the field of health planning, it is more than the mere number of hospl-als or
olinics to be established and includes consideration of issues such as curative
versus preventive health. It is a criticism of many former plans that policies
and programmes affecting the welfare of different population groups have been
subsumed under recurrent expenditures and consequently not discussed in the plan-.

The previous section discussed the political constraints confronting develop
ment in Africa; this section has continued with the structural oor-jtramts whose
elimination or amelioration is part and parcel of the development process under
a unified approach. Even if the i-ole of politicians is benevolent (.or perhaps
neutral) and the institutional structure is amenable to transformation, there will
remain genuine economic constraints peculiar to eaoh country thwarting suoh
structural ohange. Because the development process is specific to each country,
it is not possible to go beyond general principles in a discussion of these
constraints. "The correct approach for any country must be worked out by applying
some general principles to its peculiar circumstances." ^2/

Making technical decisions to deliver economic benefits in the face of
structural deficiencies is the nuts and bolts of planning. It is helpful to
conceive of economic growth as a balancing act between two dynamic forces: changes
in consumer demand and changes in techniques of production. The basic planning
problem is to identify and encourage those productive activities which correspond
to future consumers' preferences as income from productive employment increases.

To the extent that the cost of production is less than the price which the market
can bear, profits are generated for reinvestment in the next round.

This conception is very general. The market for a product can be either the
world market, in which case transport costs and barriers to entry must be included
in profitability calculations, the regional market, in which case trade acd
payments arrangements may have to be set up, the local market, in which case
internal infrastructure may have to be expanded, or a combination of the three.
The cost of production will normally include foreign inputs as well as local ones,
thus potentially introducing a foreign exchange constraint into the planning

exercise• 33/

In the past few years, African Governments have become increasingly concerned
about growing quantities of food imports and the apparent inability of African
agriculture to feed African populations. Changes in tastes in Africa and
technological developments elsewhere explain in large measure this growing

imbalance. Tastes have changed particularly in favour of three groups of
commodities - wheat, wheatflour, and wheatbread; milk powder and canned milk;
and raw and refined sugar - which are not traditional foods in Africa and whion
now aooount for roughly three quarters of Africa's food imports. African farmers,

12/ Ibid, p. 69-

33/ This will be discussed in section IV,
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because of political, ecological and economic constraints, have yet to respond

sufficiently to these new consumption patterns to offset the growing tide of

imports*

: Problems like these are the raison d'etre of planning* It has been widely-
suggested, however, that the'manpower-and' the data to make the necessary decisions

.do not exist. Without reliable statistics, "projections have, to be made on the.

basis of guess estimates, resulting in the formulation of plans which ;it may not

be practicable to implement." 34/ In addition to the global shortage of skilled
manpower, there is a high rate of attrition from key positions in Government to

private enterprise within African countries. Ehese are real problems. When

consulted, planners in Algeria felt that the all-pervasive constraint .in the

application of their unified approach was not physical capita'l but human resources.

In spite of the fact that its.training centre for statisticians has an international

reputation, Morocco has considerable difficulty in retaining sufficient trained

statisticians for government service in the faoe of competitive job opportunities

available in the private sector.

situation is not bright. Ihe solution requires not only an inoreased

allocation of resources to the collection of information but also - and, perhaps

more importantly - a,restructuring of existing systems of information retrieval*

Iri this regard, as evidenced by the generally poor relationship which exists in

most African countries between the central planning*unit and the central ■

statistical office, planners are not always sure what kind of data they would like

Most planners, today are not used to information systems. They are

. accustomed to a set of planning methods, based on available data-

If planners are asked, what kind of new cia.ta they would like to

haves they will usually ask for improved data to fit the existing

methods rather.than data to improve the methods. 35/

Secondly, although data relating to .distributional considerations are.::

sketchy, technical information such as economies of scale in relation to the size

of the market is normally .available* In such cases, the problem is usually a

political one, i.e« to convince politicians that suoh information is relevant in
making decisions. - -

Thirdly, if the necessary information is not available in the central

statistical office or in the central planning unit, planners have rarely explored

those information sources wliich already- exist, such as research institutions .or.

universities, "but to wliich access may be laborious• Recognizing the potential... .
value of suoh information sources,, two countries, Algeria and Morocco have ; ...

established national documentation centres within their central planning

secretariats. With the aid of computers, these publish ourrent bibliographies

on topics of interest,to planners and can produce on request up-to-date

references on a given subject. It is not difficult to.perceive that such

informational support can contribute considerably to better planning throughout

the continent.

34/ "Planning techniques in Zambia", ££. cit., p. 74-

35/ Jean Salmonat. Data Banks .and .Information Systems Study. Resource paper
for the United Nations. Office of- Science and Technology (August 1975)1 P« 25.
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frequent- failure to draw uppn all available resources applies to
man^r^e!! as information sources. This failure follows directly from the
highly centralized planning administrations in most African countries arising from
former narrower conceptions of placing. Under a unified approach, the requxrement
of bringing in a wider range of peoples at both the local and administrative levels
may help to resolve some manpower problems. The strain on central planners maybe
alleviated if they recognise that many decisions can be delegated to lower levels
and that it is not necessary for them to become cognizant of all relevant^
considerations in all sectors of planning. This issue will be raised again in

section V*

IV. Financial planning and resource constraints

While detailed projects and programmes for inolusion in the plan and forecasts
of the probable oourse of the economy during the plan period are being prepared,
the central planning unit, usually in conjunction with the Ministry of Finance and
the Central Bank, also estimates the availability of resources to finance planned
expenditures. The total cost of the development plan including current and capital

^^^^^SA1^^A^=^fdiefdiea
framework of national accounts against the sources of finance to sea if the plan
is feasible and its financing possible without resort to excessive deficit
financing, balanoe-of-payments"difficulties, or inflation.

The methods vary between countries. So far as the public sector is concerned,
it is usually done by estimating revenue from its various sources - export and
import duties, sales taxes, recycled profits and borrowing - in consultation with
marketing boards, parastatals, tax-collecting institutions-and banks.

Sources of funds are examined by institution and after consulting the
appropriate institution, a specific target is set. These are added
together to yield estimated resources. I&ese figures.are checked
against errors in previous years (i.e. differences between estimated
and actual) in order to gauge the nature of the variance. If the
variance is reasonable, the targets are accepted for working
purposes. Projections of trade, invisibles, capital inflow are

also made using the same techniques. ^6/

Notwithstanding the care with which most countries estimate expected
revenues in light of the recognized need "to match the project outlays with the
estimates of resources", ^2/ expected revenue has for a number of reasons a
persistent tendency to fall behind actual expenditures.

First and foremost is the balance-of-payments constraint, especially in

countries which are dependent on a limited number of commodities for the bulk of
their export revenue.' Ibr example, in Ghana, the truth is that its economic

prospects

"Development planning in the United Republic of Tanzania", op_. cit., p.59.

JJ2/ "Planning techniques in Zambia", op_. cit., p« 70.
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/

are dominated, by its balance-of-payments. Consequently the prospects

for effective economic planning depend on the Government's ability to

improve the balance-of-payments situation. 38/

The possibility of a foreign exchange constraint was mentioned in the last
section.^ A.foreign exchange constraint, as distinct from an overall resource

constraint, arises because foreign exchange and domeetic savings are not perfect

substitutes for each other; the latter is not generally allocatable to foreign
purchases of goods and services. The general response of planners and politicians

to a foreign exchange constraint has been one of trying to. contain the outflow of

financial resources. In Ghana again, as in many other countries the "main ostensible
instrument of balance-of-payments policy has been import controls and import

licensing*'1 39/ The inflow of foreign exchange tends to be treatod as exogenous and
fixed at a predetermined level arising from activities in existence prior to the plan
period. It is, on the contrary, a. variable which can be changed by domestic

action - e-g. by promoting exports - end should be treated as such in planning
decisions.

What is needed is a more dynamic approach to the problem of foreign ex-change,.
That is to say, a pure foreign exchange constraint exists if, at the margin, more

domestic savings can be extracted, but the possibilities of transforming consumption
into investment domestically through import substitution, or externally through exports

have fallen to zero. 40/ Except in the short run, when effective demand - internal ■
and/or external - is deficient, such a degree of assumed inflexibility is excessive.
Surely, it is not outside the realm of possibility to expand those activities for
which the inputs are mainly local and for which the.demand is mainly foreign-

Profitability criterion in the selection of development projects may have to be

modified giving greater weight to thpse projects- which generate foreign exchange,4l/

if foreign exchange is an initial constraint, .,but the basic planning problem remains

the same? to identify and encourage those productive activities which correspond to

future consumers1 preferences as income from productive employment increases, subject

to the imperfect substitutability between foreign and domestic financial resources', '■ ■■■

This is a long run-view of the foreign exchange problem* In the short run,

fluctuations in commodity prices such as those which have occurred in the'last-few
years have made even the best-made plans impossible to implement.

There is no doubt that recent events in the world economy have

made planning difficult, .The major variables of planning, exports,

imports, foreign exchange.,. foreign assistance etc. have become

so volatile that proper.projection has been rendered almost
impossible.42/ .. . -. '. _•_. .

Apart from stringent goverrme.n-t efforts to save foreign currency during good

times to tide them through the bad times,.the solutions to this problem must be found

at the international level. This has been recognized. The efforts of developing

38/ "Development planning in Ghana", .ojd. cit. g p. 17. Jg/ Ihid.

40/ Vijay Jushi, "Saving and Foreign Exchange Constraints," in Paul Streeten
(ed.), Unfashionable Economics (London? .Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1970).

41/ This is already the case in Ghana. See'^velopment planning in Ghana",
op. cit., p* 14<

42/ "Development planning in the United Republic of Tanzania", ££♦ cit.»p«60.
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countries1 representatives in world fora such as foe sixth and seventh special sessions

of the United Nations General Assembly, the north/south dialogue, and the fourth session
of UNCTAD have largely been geared to this problem*

resource constraints in general, as opposed to foreign exchange constraints

in particular, are perceived to be a problem is indicated by an accelerating trend in

the most reoent plans towards investment in directly productive activities* 43/

Reflecting the deficient infrastructure inherited by most African countries at

independence, earlier plans had placed a lot of emphasis on building up the necessary

infrastructure to service the growth of the economy. But due to the increasing demand

on recurrent resources generated by past capital expenditures and to the built-in

inertia in Governments* expenditure patterns, expenditure on infrastructure - both.

recurrent and capital — now appears to be absorbing more than its fair share of total

expenditures. The situation has been aggravated by the recent worlc recession*

In the light of this experience, it has been suggested in some quarters that the

unified approaoh is a style of development that can be implemented only by wealthier

countries - those with an export base of oil or minerals, for example — or by poorer

oountries only under fair-weather conditions. This view represents a .misunderstanding

of the unified approach, which is not simply a change in emphasis in allocative

planning upon the social services as distinguished from economic growth. In the same

way that social cost—benefit analysis is an extension of, not a supplement to private

cost-benefit analysis, the consideration of social issues is expansive, not exclusive.

All activities are ultimately social activities. Simply looking at a particular

Government's allocations between the so-called social versus economic sectors does not

indicate whether that Government is applying a unified approach.

The unified approach is concerned not so much with building up social and

redistributional programmes to balance or counteract the effects of economic processes as

with incorporating social and related considerations into strategies of economic growth,

without necessarily undermining efficiency and production. For example, in Ethiopia,

coincident with any attempts to relocate labour from the highlands to work in the

lowlands on sugar plantations, etc., the Government should institute an extensive

malaria control programme to protect highland workers who have no built—up resistance

to malaria from disease and death. Trade-offs between considerations of economic

efficiency and of broader participation in development, though they certainly exist,

are not inevitable.

It is necessary to ask whether the allocation of government resources has

sponsored the productive participation of a wide segmen- of the population in

development (aooording to the second criterion in section I). In Morocco, subsidies
On food and other basic commodities in urban areas amount to 10 per cent of household

expenditures and 70 per cent of the government budget. At great financial cost, this

not only discriminates in favour of relatively well-off residents cf urban areas but

also discourages domestic food production. In the United Hepublio of Tanzania, where

the relative scarcities of land and labour in the agricultural sector suggest extensive

cultivation, fertilizers are subsidized at 87*5 P«r cent across the board. Land, not

labour is the latent resource in Tanzanian agriculture as evidenced by traditional

43/ Ibr example, something like 80 per cent of planned investments in the

unpublished third five-year plan in the United Republic of Tanzania are directly

productive. In the new Ghanaian plan, "pride of place is given in the plan to

agricultural and industrial development." See "Development planning in Ghana"* ofr.oit..,

P. 15.
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practices which are based on shifting cultivation with consequent long periods of
fallow. Under such conditions, other things being equal, it is a mistake to encourage
intensive, rather than extensive cultivation techniques. Such massive subsidies
represent an inefficient allocation of resources whioh the country can ill afford. let
Morocco and the United Republic of Tansania are not alone. Such situations are extremely

typical throughout Africa.

It is also necessary to ask whether prior concentration on economic sectors is
efficient on its own grounds (according to the first criterion in section I). In Africa,
in the post-independence period, it now seems to be clear, for reasons that were not
understood at independence, that import-substitution policies favouring the modern

sector have not generally constituted a dynamic resource base. They have led to
increased imports of components without fostering exports. Such policies seem to have
been based on misguided conceptions of the development process in the now advanoed
oountries. Development was equated with industrialization. Europe and North America
may export manufactured products to the Third World in the latter half of the twentieth
century, but generally these countries developed a strong agricultural and commercial
base before diversifying into manufactures. It is likely that the type of projects
enoouraged by the unified approach — small-scale activities in the informal sector using
intermediate technologies, activities which sponsor wide participation in development —

are also the type whioh yield the highest .returns jbo investment in present day Africa-

Evidence from studies on the green revolution in Asia and Latin America would seem
to indicate that there is little or no trade-off between equity and efficiency in the
case of rainfed cereal crops. 44/ Economies of scale to land, even in North America,
are minimal. The highest returns to investment inland are realized on smallholdings,

which are preferable from the equity and employment points of view.

Evidence from West Africa, Malaysia, and Indonesia would seem to indicate that
there is a definite trade-off between equity and efficiency in the case of palm oil,£2/
Here, for reasons related to the industrial processing of the fruit which must be done
immediately after ripening, the economies of scale are very large. The minimum
efficient sized holding appears to be something like 3000 hectares.

These two examples illustrate some of the issues raised by the unified approach
whioh should be examined by development planners. In agrioulture and in oilier directly
productive sectors, there is a need for more appraisals-of the economic realities facing
small- and large-scale economic activities. There, should be a systematic attempt to
determine the full range of technologies, especially in relation to scale and labour
intensities, which are available to developing countries. Are there sound economic
reasons why some crops and not others tend to be grown on plantations, or why some

industrial produots can be produced only on very large scales? If so, it may then be
necessary to institute redistributional programmes to offset the worst effects of

economic processes.

44/ See Keith Griffin, The Political Economy of Agrarian Change, Macmill&n, London

1974. , ' .

45/ Economic Commission for Africa, The oil Palm industry in Africa and the new
international economic order (draft), Addis Ababa, March 1976,.
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It has been suggested that import-substitution industrialization policies Jaave .

boe.n pursued "by.many countries because development has been equated with

industzializatioii * In the last section, it was also suggested that development has

"been equated with the consumption of wbeatbread, milk and sugar, hence Africa has a

growing food defioit* Development has been equated with automobiles5 hence many

countries are now assembling their own inefficiently. Development has also been

equated with woollen clothing; hence cotton textile development has bees stunted*

Development has been equated.with hospitals.; hence people in rural areas have 1

remained largely untouched by the expansion of health infrastructure <■ Development

has been equated with Western-style education? hence larger numbers of educated

people arc now unemployed. All this suggests an overwhelming need to put forward new

styles of development which relate more olosely to the basic human needs of people,

needs which may be universal or peculiar to individual countries t. In the last

analysis, this is what the unified approach is all about. If development planning

in Africa has been found wanting, it is not only because there are long-term resourcs

constraints to unified development, although these may be binding in the short run,

but also because questions concerning the style of development, including patterns

of consumption related to African needs and potentialities, have not played a large

enough role in the formulation of development strategies.

V* K>an Implementation and administrative constraints

I-bllowing the frequent failure of the earlier plans to achieve their targets,

increasing attention has been given in the more recent plans to the problems of

implementation. In Zambia's second national development plan, "a whole chapter was

devoted to policies and measures for successful plan implementation," 46/ In the
United Republic of Tanzania, the second five year plan

proposed that planning should proceed by way of annual

implementation plans B Each would include an analysis of the

national economy that was covered ±r. the annual budgetary survey,

arid would present the year's new policies in detail, together

with an estimate of how planned projects had fared. 4?/

Thia concern reflects not only the failure of planning on its own terms (according to
the fir3t criterion in section I), but also its broader failure to raise the levels
of living of the overall population (according to the second criterion). $y pre-
irittupeniieno^" .standards, most Governments have spent vast sums of money on trying to

develop their countries* There is concern that these expenditures are evidently not

affecting significantly the level of income and its distribution; and that the link

betwaen expenditures and plan objectives is not clearly perceived by tho'jo who are

affected.

In almost all countries, the pivotal instrument for plan implementation is the

annual budget. That the development plan has been insufficiently co-ordinated with

the annual budget in the past is evidenced by two current trends among a number of

African .countries. First, there has been a perpetual redefining of the status of the

central planning unit in relation" to the Ministry of Finance either as a joint Ministry,

an independent Ministry, or a unit under the Economic Committee of the Cabinet.

46/ ''Planning techniques in Zambia" ££» cit., p. 81B

47/ "Development planning in the United Republic of Tanzania", o£. oit.»
pps 4^ and 50o
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Whatever institutional arrangement has been chosen, it rarely seems to last very long,

perhaps because of the inherent conflict between the two sides over issues such as

recurrent expenditures (usually under control of the Ministry of Finance) versus
development expenditures (usually under control of the central planning unit).? What
■seems to be lacking is a common approach to the allocation of all expenditures. Such

a consensus does seem to be emerging in some countries, however, as the distinction

between the recurrent and development budgets, though institutionally important,

becomes more blurred. 4§/ T&is, in turn, is occurring as*more and more of the kinds
of issues traised by the unified approach are being settled under the recurrent rather

than the capital sections of the budget. 49/ , .

A second significant trend in a number of African countries has been the ;

evolution of a process of annual planning. The annual plan exercise has been carried

out-in a more or less systematic manner in the United Republic of 1'anzania since

fiscal.year 1970/719 50/ in Zambia since 1973, 5l/ and more recently in Kenya. 52/
Annual plans are being produced not only in order to integrate more closely ther .-.

planning and budgetary procedures and to achieve stricter fiscal and monetary

discipline but also to change the Government's priorities in light of changing

economic conditions. The need to revise priorities has been particularly acute .

during the last two years of world recession. Under such conditions, "a continuation

of the polioy of concentrating investment resources in social infrastructure

would bring the momentum of the economy close to a.halt." 53/ In the United Republic
of Tanzania, the publication of the third five year plan, initially scheduled-for

July 1975i was postponed because the country was still experiencing economic hardships

arising form the world recession, local droughts and the increase in world prioes

including that of oil. But the planning process did not come to a sudden halt because

of the strength of its annual plans.

The annual budget is the pivotal instrument for plan implementation, but other

aspects of the institutional framework are almost as important.. High on the list of

such institutional arrangements are the liaison between central planning unit and the

operational ministries and'the communication between the public and private sectors

of the economy. ' ' ' , . ,

"Development planning in the United Republic of Tanzania", ojp. cit. p. 60.

49/ This point has already been made.; See section III, page. 12-

J2Q/ .E, Bev£,n Waide, "Planning and Annual Planning as an Administrative Process"
in Rweyemamu and Mwansasu (eds.), Planning in Tanzania (Dar-ea-Salaams East African
Literature Bureau, 1974), p« 50-

51/ "Planning techniques in Zambia" ££. cit., p. 84.

52/ "Development planning in Kenya'i ££• cdt.» p. 31.

53/ "Development planning in the United Republic of Tanzania1,1 0£. cit., p. 60.
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At the outset, it must be recognized that institution building of any kind is

not an easy process. No matter how well planned, all institutions encounter bottle

necks which must be given time to sort themselves out* In Africa, in the face of.

consistent pressures to produce results quickly, institutions have often not been

given time to overcome these growing pains, The result is the abandonment of untried

institutions and their replacement by new ones, more or less adequately planned,

facing similar bottlenecks. For example, Zambia has had a plethora of rural

institutions since independence — co-operatives, land*settleraent schemes, farmer

training centres, intensive development zones, and now rural reconstruction centres —

eaoh designed in part to provide government services to scattered populations. In

their turn, most have been abandoned. If they had been given a chance to get off the

ground, the impact of government, programmes on rural populations would oonceivably

have been greater.

Concerning the liaison between the central planning unit an<l other institutions

responsible for implementation, there is increasing recognition that it is not only a

question of instituting better working arrangements but also involving the latter in

the process of programme formulation. Roughly since 1972, the Government of the

United Republic of Tanzania has sought to decentralize the process of decision-making

in the country. ..

Under the new system the district is the basic planning unit.
This means that the district is'the first level at which formal

plans are prepared. Thus, those responsible for carrying out

the plans are also responsible for preparing them and controlling

their implementation. 54/

In Algeria, the lowest planning bodies are the districts or wilayas which present

their needs through the Ministry of the Interior to the Planning Commission, Sectoral

planning is done by the substantive technical ministries with the assistance of

sectoral planning committees in which interested trade unions, the management and

workers of public Corporations,etc., are represented. In Zambia, the. planning

authorities recognize "the need for a greater involvement of administrative units at

the grass roots level in the planning and execution of projects." $%/ They recognize
also that, for the Ministry of Development Planning "to play its full role as a co

ordinating, agency, it is desirable that there should be planning units in each of the

ministries and provinces in Zambia." $6/ It is also desirable that provincial
planning units should co-ordinate the activities of the various sectors in their

provinces. In Kenya, planning units have already been established in the sectoral

ministries which "collaborate with the planning and finance staff of the Ministry of

Finance and Planning and other offioers.in -formulating and executing development

programmes." 5?/ These trends are significant considering that the first development
plans in Africa more generally devised by foreign experts working in the central
planning unit who rarely left the capital city.

54/ "Development planning in the United Republic of Tanzania"? O£. c^t., p. 54

"Development techniques in Zambia1,1 pJJ. oit., p. 82.

'Ibid, p. 68.

57/ "Development planning in Kenya", ojd. oit., p. 24.
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In view of the fact that the sectoral and regional ministries are the main

institutional agents of project implementation, it is difficult to overstress the

importance of building up planning units Within these ministries. Ihese units should
be responsible for diagnosing problems of exclusive concern to their own ministry and

for contributing towards the solution of problems of joint concern to several

ministries. They, not the central planning unit, should formulate the long-term-. ,

sectoral strategies because they are more naturally cognizant of the issues involved
in their sector- The view has "been expressed that the entire system of planning oould

profitably be built up from such sectoral"strategies. 58/ The main function of the-
oentral planning unit should.be to relate these sectoral plans one to another on& .'

continuing basis. To achieve this, it may not be necessary to formulate medium-term

plans, although these do serve a purpose by forcing the Government to look at long-

term trends and sort out its priorities and by'generating popular enthusiasm in

support of the Government's policies. . ' . ■ / ..,;■-.

To a surprising extent, sectoral planning is already the norm in at least one

country, the United Eepublio of Tanzania. For a number of reasons, the fiapst plan,

1964 tp 1969>was unimplementable/. During-the period'of the first plan, however, the

first of the country's long-term strategies were launched, including the wagesand

incomes policy (consequent upon the Turner Report of 1967)i the stress on '•-■■>
communications development to the south-west following the unilateral declaration of

independence in Southern Rhodeeiai .and, above all> the Arusha Seolaratipn with its-:/-

principles of self-reliance, rural development based on Ujamaa, national control of

the economy, socialism and equity.. The second five year plan consolidated these

strategies which had. been launched outside, pr at least not intimately connected with,

the process of medium-term planning. The "nine towns" urban1 growth pole policy,

however, was..a major innovation in the' second plan. The so-far unpublished third

plan, like the second plan before, it,., consolidated those long-term sectoral

strategies which had been launched in the previous plan period. '

:. A second important aspect of ..the institutional; framework; already mentioned is

the relationship between the. public and the private sectors /of the economy. All ;..

development .plans that are.more than public sector investment programmes rely on the

private sector.for the achievement of at least some of tfceir targets. , Even the most

Socialist of African countries have a private sector. Pbr example,

there is still a great deal of private enterpriser economic

- ■ aoTtivity in Tanzania, but it is. concerned almost entirely ' ..

with very amallrscale activity ~- the village craftsman, the .

" family: re*ailer,\the repair workshop, and so on. 59/ , ... . "'. .. ,

To induce /the,private sector to operate consistently with the Government's ,'.'""

priorities is one of the most intractable planning, problems. ^One of the recognized,

weaknesses of the »ost recent Ghanaian plan is its "failure to propose .a detailed

iralisy in respect of the:private sector." 60/ In response, to- this problem, the ECA
secretariat presented a paper on the "Co-ordination of the public and private seotors

in the development• process1!, at,/,the last session of the Conference of African

Planners. /

58/ Albert Waterston, "An Operational Approach to Development Planning", in
Paber and Seers (eds.)> o£. cit.t pp. 100-102. .

59/ Julius K. IJyerere, "Frotn"phuru to Ujamaa",-Africa Today (Sunmer 1974).

60/ "Development planning in "GEhana", op. cit., p. 16-

61/ E/CN.I4/CAP. 5A- ' iT-'" '■'■
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styles of development.

Earlier failures have led to a decreased emphasis on indirect measures in favour
of direft aLinistrative ones, including government --rship or ^^^°f
the larger-scale industrial enterprises, the parastatals. It is deba^1^
the trend towards direct administrative measures to influence the range and
of goods and services produced by the private sector has been any «~ ""E
In Kenya, the Government is increasingly sponsoring joint ventures to *™£.£
productive sectors of the economy. »^e method of combining the business «*^e
of private industry and the borrowing power of the Government has proved to be a
usefulInstrument^ 62/ In Zambia, however, experience with parastatals has been
mixed. Their role has been a difficult one to fulfil since they are

expected to balance the two seemingly inconsistent responsibilities,
namely, their responsibility for running organizations like businesses
and the responsibility for pursuing policies and programmes o°^°^e
to the achievement of social objectives: maintaining price stability
and low cost of living and reducing unemployment and income gap between

rural and urban areas, etc. 6%/

axs is not the place to get embroiled in a discussion of the effioaoy of direct
versufindireot measures. In ?he case of parastatals, there are no major economic
reasons why they can not become a viable institutional form replacing l^f-*^
private productive enterprises. The problems vhieh afflict them and vhich afflict th«

information anl the manpower to ensure that the instruments are •«•<*£•**?*£
is often lacking. The financial resources to back up decisions taken on strictly
social grounds may be insufficient.

Of all these constraints, the need for more information concerning the activities
of the private sector and for expanded consultations between public and private
sectors in order to enhance implementation of the plan is being ^°°fi^- *n
Zambia the absence of control over the activities of the private sector is ^^
due to a lack of comprehensive factual data on the performance and projects undertaken
by this sector." 64/ In Kenya, the Government has given consideration

62/ "Development planning in Kenya", ££. cit.* p. 30..

"Planning techniques in Zambia", o^ oit., p. 83.

P. 89.
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to the establishment of a number of executive-level working parties,

including the Ministry of finance and Planning, operating ministries,

and- members of the business community, as vehicles to improve

communications and co-operation with the private sector of the

economy. 65/

With respect to political constraints, it is arguable that planners have not wielded

frequently enough "their one big ideological resource - the promise to deliver

economic benefits" 66/ to help them win some of their battles.

VI-. Concluding remarks '

The existing praotice of development planning an Africa has fcsen found lacking

in a number of critical areas as evidenced not.only by the failure .to implement in

full a large number of plans but also by the general style of development which it

has promoted. While reasonable rates of growth .have been achieved In some countries,

the sectoral, spatial, and distributional aspects of former strategies, inoluding

wider productive employment and the participation of. lagging segments of the

population, have not been adquately examined. Development has been associated in

varying degrees with industrialization, imported lifestyles and consumption patterns,

and urban biases in the provision of government services to the neglect of the real

needs and potentialities of the bulk of African peoples.

In the light of the experience, this paper has suggested a few ways and means

of improving the existing situation. As a starter, it is felt that planning should

focus on the basic needs of people (such as food, clothing, habitation, safe drinking

water, sanitation, public transport, health, and educational facilities), either
providing these directly as in the case of services or simply enhancing the capacity

of people to supply their own as in the case of material goods. A reasonable rate of

growth of output, a wider distribution of purchasing power, full employment, price

stability and external balance are all components of the economic environment which

are conducive to rapid development, but they should not be mistaken for development

itself.

It is argued that oapacitation studies to identify problems and find appropriate

solutions at the micro level are a more appropriate starting point for programm3

formulation than the conventional macro-economic models which try to predict the

course of the economy over the plan period. It is felt that effective

decentralization of decision-making processes is necessary both to relate development

programmes to the needs and desires of people at the local level and to relieve the

pressing manpower shortages at the centre. In incorporating social and related

considerations into strategies of economic growth, planners must be capable of putting

aside their own interests in order to build up the capacity of those whose opportunit

ies for self-realization have previously been closed. There is a need for a more

dynamic and imaginative approach to the problems of financing development which goes

beyond the self-fulfilling assumption that inflows of foreign exchange are completely

651 "Development planning in Kenya'j oj). cit., p. 31 •

66/ Colin Leys, ojs. cit.t p. 62.
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exogenous and fixed at some pre-determined level arising from activities in

existence prior to the plan period. Inhere should be a systematic attempt to

determine the full range of technologies, especially in relation to scale and

labour intensities, available to African countries in all sectors of economic

activity*

The prospects for change are not uniformly dim. Some promising trends

were noted in the paper. Some countries are focusing their programmes on

basic needs; others are beginning to address themselves to styles of development

as a solution to their resource constraints. There is a trend towards greater

emphasis on planning from the bottom up more in the line with the oapaoitation

approach as a result of the revealed inadequacies of macro-economic planning alone.

Several oountries are now producing annual plans or rolling plans not only to

achieve greater financial discipline but also to reflect changing economic

conditions. Planning units with effective power have been established in many

,oeotoral and regional ministries* The entire range and comprehensiveness of

African Governments' involvement in the economy is increasing as their perspectives

widen from narrow conceptions of economic growth to broader conceptions of

development. $hese are good signs.




